
Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.    In addition to the normal selection of software from
our Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from 
the SRI.    What this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program 
from the SRI you know that it is the highest quality.    Why?    Because the SRI is a list of 
our most popular software.    Below is a list of topics and descriptions in    this months 
issue.

GENERAL INTEREST

Science And Engineering

Area Properties 
Calculate the centroid, moment of inertia, and other properties of a drawn shape.

ChemAssist
Obtain information on all elements in the periodic table.

Concurrent GraphPlot II
This two-dimensional graphing program features an elegant interface.

Conversion DA
Use this DA to convert commonly used units like length, volume, and time.

Open Channel Flow
Civil, chemical, and mechanical engineers will appreciate this program which calculates 
velocity and volumetric flow rate in a channel of specified geometry and size.

Prime Factor
Calculate prime numbers with this simple application.

Scientific Calculator
Perform most commonly used mathematical operations on this complete 
implementation of a scientific calculator.

SpaceCurve
Generate three dimensional surface plots with hidden line removal.

Tide Calendar
Generate and plot tide patterns for a given date.

XLogic Circuits
Build and test simple electronic circuits with this application.



Text Edit/Processing

BB Edit
Word Processor/Editor.

ConteXt
Fast compact word processor. 

DocMaker
Generate self-running doc files and include graphics, sounds, and even QuickTime 
animations!

Mini Writer
Word processor accessible as a Desk Accessory. 

Torquemada
Batch search and replace utility that operates on text files. 

Versionary
Provides automatic audit trail and saves files, automatically.

Utilities

Basic Black
This simple screen blanker is ideal for systems with little RAM.

Colorize
Change colors of finder items like menus, windows, and so forth.

Dark Side of the Mac
This excellent screen blanker contains many blanking modules and is compatible with 
After Dark modules.

Dark Side of the Mac/After Dark Modules
Add functionality to your favorite screen blanker with these modules.

Desktop Textures
Change the background pattern on your desktop.    Numerous patterns are included.

File Buddy
Clean up your system volumes and delete files which cannot be removed any other 
way.



File List
Catalog your disks/folders quickly and easily. 

QuickFormat
Allows formatting features not available in the “Erase Disk” command.

Power Launch
Launch applications from this handy utility.

Powerstrip
Display vital system statistics such as time, free RAM and disk space, and Appletalk 
status.

RAM Disk
Creates an instant RAM disk on your Desktop. 

Sound Mover 
Change the Macintosh system beep.

SoundBuilder
Converts sound files to and from the Macintosh.

GAMES

Role-Playing

Darkwood
Defeat the Red Dragon to become a City Guard.

Fantasy Shy
Medeival characters adorn the tiles of this Mah Jongg-like game.

Golf Solitaire
Attempt to clear the table of cards in this difficult but fun version of Golf for the 
Macintosh.

Moria
Create characters and guide them through this role-playing game.

Odyssey
Guide your character through the role-playing world of Odyssey and conquer your 
enemies.



Shadow Keep
Excellent role-playing game.

Space Junkie
Maneuver your ship through space and blast your enemies in this vertical scrolling 
shoot-em-up.

TADS
The Text Adventure Development System.    Create your own text adventures.

Text

Lost Weekend
It puts you, the hapless employee, at quitting time on Friday. Try to survive the 
weekend.

Mystery of the Moors v1.0
A graphic text adventure.

Save Princeton
Try to save Princeton University from disaster.

Slam Dunk
Interaction is at a coaching level, where you decide who to substitute at crucial 
situations, or how to match up with Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, or Akeem 
Olajuwon. Just put the players on the floor and watch them play. 

Strange Hotel
Escape from the Strange Hotel!


